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Shake It
Metro Station

{LISTEN TO THE SONG TO GET THE RIGHT TUNE OK? :))

Intro: Bm-Cm----A
(Let s Drop!)
Bm--Cm---A
(Yeah)
(Come On)

Bm                               C#m                       A
I ll take you home if you don t leave me at the front door (leave me at the
front door)
Bm                      C#m                      A
Your body s cold, but girl we re getting so warm
Bm                      C#m                        A
And I was thinking of ways that I could get inside (get inside)
Bm                         C#m   
Tonight you re falling in love (let me go now)
A
The feelings stirring me up (here we go now)

:CHORUS:

Bm                                     C#m
Now if she does it like this, will you do it like that
A
Now if she touches like this, will you touch her right back
Bm                                    C#m
Now if she moves like this, will you move it like that (come on)
A
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
Bm             C#m              
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
A
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
Bm             C#m
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
A
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it

Bm                          C#m                         A
Your lips tremble but your eyes are in a straight stare (in a straight stare)
Bm                         C#m                            A
Your on the bed but your clothes are laying right there
Bm                     C#m                      A
And I was thinking of places that I could hide



Bm                            C#m
Tonight you re falling in love (let me go now)
A
The feelings stirring me up (here we go now)

:CHORUS:

Bm                                     C#m
Now if she does it like this, will you do it like that
Bm                                     C#m
Now if she does it like this, will you do it like that
A
Now if she touches like this, will you touch her right back
Bm                                    Cm
Now if she moves like this, will you move it like that (come on)
A
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
Bm             C#m              
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
A
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
Bm             C#m
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
A
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it

Bm                         C#m
I saw you dancing and I couldn t get you off my mind
A
(I could tell that you could tell that I was taking my time)
Bm                 C#m
I was thinking of ways that you would stay and be mine
A                                               {you can Hold A or Hold E)
(You re body s shaking, turn me on, so I can turn out the lights)

:CHORUS:

Bm                                     C#m
Now if she does it like this, will you do it like that
A
Now if she touches like this, will you touch her right back
Bm                                    C#m
Now if she moves like this, will you move it like that (come on)
A
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
Bm             C#m              
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
A
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
Bm             C#m
Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it
A



Shake, Shake, Shake, Shake, uh shake it

(repeat and then end with E)

**** Questions????? sa friendster nalang: dupsiepoops@yahoo.com
(pa-add na rin at comment :)*********


